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Restricted Keyway Available  

Pair alike
with UAP+
Cylinders

Overall Size Brass Code Nickel Code
70mm ZLRIMBRASS ZLRIMCHROME

Brass Code Nickel Code
ZLRIM-RESTRICTEDPLUG-BRASS ZLRIM-RESTRICTEDPLUG-CHROME

You have the option to have a restricted keyway on the cylinder. This comes with a square key, 
and makes the cylinder more secure as the blank is only available from selected companies.

UAP+ Cylinder Rim Cylinder Same key

Features Include:
Supplied with 3 keys

Has 6 pins

Can be keyed alike or mastersuited to Kinetica 3* cylinders and UAP 1* 
cylinders

70mm rim cylinder

Patented anti-bump feature

3 anti-pick pins

4 hardened steel anti-drill pins

Unrestricted keyway makes it easier for customers to get keys cut 
using the UAP key blank



RIM CYLINDER
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The rim cylinder is part of UAP’s super smooth cylinders using the Chris Belcher designed anti-bump timing 
pin system. This very clever system uses nickel plated hardened steel key pins and driver pins, which gives 

the anti-drill feature we wanted to incorporate. The Patented timing pins are designed to interrupt the timing 
of the pins when bumped, and it is highly effective. And because we use special pins rather than trap pins, 

we do not have a high expense to get this anti-bump feature! The timing pins have inbuilt anti-picks, 
and mushroom driver pins, which makes them highly effective against picking.

ANTI BUMP
The cylinder has a unique and 
patented anti-bump system 
which does not use trap pins. 
This system makes the turning 
of thcylinder key extra smooth.

ANTI DRILL
7 x hardened steel anti-drill 
pins are in each side of the 
cylinder. Plus all moving pins 
are nickel plated hardened 
steel 50 HRC minimum.

ANTI PICK
Minimum of 3 anti-pick pins 
in each side of the cylinder 
makes it extremely difficult 
for a common burglar to 
pick the cylinder.

Over 800,000 different 
key combinations!

Unrestricted keyway — easier 
for customers to get keys cut

Full keyed alike 
and mastersuite 
services available

Uniquely, it can 
be keyed alike 
to Kinetica 3* 
Cylinders and 
UAP 6 pin Rim 
Cylinders!

Supplied 
with 3 keys

Has 6 pins


